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Remove pop up frame, counter top and supporting struts from 
the box, and the counter graphic wrap from the tube.

You should have:
1 x Pop Up Frame
1 x Counter Top
2 x Shelves
2 x Curved Supports
8 x Straight Supports

Erect pop up frame ensuring the locating studs for the 
counter top are at the top of the frame

Fix the curved end supports to the end of the counter.  The 
magnetic supports should be at the top and bottom of the 
counter with the standard supports in the middle.

Fix the larger curved supports to the front of the counter.  
Again, the magnetic supports should be at the top and bottom 
of the counter with the standard supports in the middle. Once 
you have done this you can fix the smaller curved supports to 
the remaining positions at the back of the frame.

Fix the magnetic straight supports vertically at the back of 
the counter so that the magnets link to the magnetic curved 
end supports.

Fix the remaining straight supports to the front and back of 
the unit (6 at the front and 2 at the back).

Place the counter top on to the top of the pop up frame, 
ensuring that the holes in the counter align with the locating 
studs on the frame.

Unroll the graphic wrap and place the magnetic strips on the 
wrap so they align with the vertical magnetic strips at the 
back of the pop up frame.

Wrap the graphic around the front of the counter frame 
ensuring that the magnetic strips align at the top and bottom 
of the frame until the second set of vertical strips align and 
can be joined together.

Place the two shelves in to the back of the counter.  Slightly 
angle the shelves to help them locate.

The counter is now complete.  To dismantle, please reverse 
the assembly procedure.

 

 
2 x Curved End Supports
4 x Magnetic Curved End Supports
4 x Magnetic Curved Supports
4 x Magnetic Straight Supports
6 x Smaller Curved Supports
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Pop Up Counter Setup Guide


